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JETS, AIR CORRECTORS
AND MORE
QUALITY IS IN THE DETAILS

A MESSAGE
FROM BLP
BLP manufactures high quality performance engine parts
including engine accessory drive
components, Holley® modifed
racing carburetors, BLP Billet
racing carburetors, gaskets, belt
driven fuel pumps and fuel system drive components. We carry
one of the largest Holley® bulk
performance carburetor service
parts inventory in the industry.
BLP also offers special machining
services to our customers. Our
confidentiality to our customers
is paramount with us.
Commitment to our customers is
exemplified by continued expansion to include increasing both
floor space and adding modern
CNC machining centers. Our
in-house engineering staff and
Research and Development department enables BLP fuel your
passion for Xtreme Performance.
Only the finest in USA grade materials are used in our machined
parts, thus ensuring only the best
in quality parts for our customers. We are proud of our longstanding status in the industry,
our staff, but most of all, in our
commitment to service you our
customer. BLP Racing Products,
Fueling your passion for Xtreme
Performance!

PRODUCTS
The modern day race engine has become extremly efficient.
The fuel curve requirments are quite demanding in these applications, and need to be as close as possible to insure proper
calibration. One factor in achieving such achievments are
main jets that are accurate in flow and consitant in design.
BLP Xtreme series main jets are precision machined main
jets for the most discerning carburetor tuner, engine builder
or enthusiast.
How many times have you made a jet change and found the
engine did not respond as you had hoped? or run properly?
Some factors can be attributed to the main jet being used, or
damage that was caused using specific tools such as a screwdriver to install and remove your jets. BLP manufactures 3
unique designed jets to meet any of your carburetor tuning
needs from standard pump gas, oxygenated fuels to large
alcohol applications, BLP has a jet that can suit your needs.
All are compatible with all known racing fuels.
* Hex head for easy removal and reducing possible damage
caused by other tools such as screwdrivers used in many commain main jet applications.
* Special radius entry and exit design.
* Available in 3 different thread sizes.
* All jets are reamed to sized and pin gauged for accuracy.
* Stamped in decimal sizes so the size listed on the jet is the
actual size of the jet, no guess work needed.
Please note recommended torque value for the 5550BX series
jets are 15 inch lbs. Max torque value 16 inch lbs. this is based
of the largest jets size in this series (.173).

BLP XR Series Jets
BLP XR-Series jets are precision machined in-house in .001”
increments from .050” thru. .173”. 1/4-32 thread pitch fits most all
Holley® or BLP gas metering blocks.Utilizing stringent tolerances
these jets are sure to tighten and expand your tuning range.
Manufactured with a 5/16 hex for easy removal and longer lifespan,
reducing entry radius issues caused by using a screwdriver. Also
available in the extended version. Please note recommended torque
value for the 5550XR series jets are 15 inch lbs. Max torque value 16
inch lbs. this is based of the largest jets size in this series (.173).

BLP XH Series Jets

Xtreme Jets

BLP XH-Series jets are precision machined in-house in .001”
increments from .110” thru. .200”. 5/16-32 thread pitch fits most
all Holley® or BLP alcohol metering blocks. Utilizing stringent
tolerances these jets are sure to tighten or expand your tuning range.
Manufactured with a 3/8 hex for easy removal and longer lifespan,
reducing entry radius issues caused by using a screwdriver. Also
available in the extended version.

The above crossover chart allows you to easiliy convert to and from your
standard Holley ® main jets. Allowing easy usage when at the track.

BLP XL Series Jets
Quality is never an accident; it is always the result of high intention, sincere
effort, intelligent direction and skillful execution; it represents the wise choice
of many alternatives.
WILLIAM A. FOSTER

BLP XL-Series jets are precision machined in-house in .001” increments
from .104” thru. .260”. 350-32 thread pitch fits most all BLP alcohol
metering blocks. Utilizing stringent tolerances these jets are sure to
tighten or expand your tuning range. Manufactured with a 3/8 hex for
easy removal and longer lifespan, reducing entry radius issues caused
by using a screwdriver.Also available in the extended version.

Our Mission
MISSION STATEMENT

It is the Mission of BLP Racing Products, LLC. To provide racing professionals and enthusiasts with the best American made quality products
and knowledge that fulfill their wants and needs at the right price. Our
friendly, knowledgeable and professional staff will help inspire, educate
and problem-solve for our customers.

BLP 5500 SERIES

BLP 5540 SERIES

BLP 5500 Series air bleeds. BLP screw in air bleeds
feature a screwdriver slot and a special radius on
the top of the air bleed. This radius smooths out
the incoming air that passes over air bleeds. This
feature gives you better response when you change
the main air bleed size. The thread size is 10/32
and they can also be used for fuel and oil jets. All
jets are pin gauged for accuracy.

BLP emulsion jets are machined from 3/16 long brass set
screws. For easy installation they have a female hex socket
and can be installed with any allen wrench. They are available
in 4 thread sizes. All sizes are pin gauged for quality assurance.

BLP 5500 Series Available Sizes:
Blank .014 .018 .022 .024
.028 .029 .030 .031 .032
.034 .035 .036 .037 .038
.040 .042 .046 .047 .052
.060
.067
.074
.086

.061
.068
.076
.088

.062
.069
.078
.090

.063
.070
.080
.092

.026
.033
.039
.059

.064 .065
.071 .073
.082 .084

Pride, Precision and
Perfect Product.

5540 Blank
.029
.037

4/40.014
.030
.038

5540 - 6/32Blank .014
.030 .031
.038 .039
.056 .059

size
.018
.031
.039

Available sizes:
.021 .022 .024
.032 .033 .034
.040 .042 .045

size Available sizes:
.018 .022 .024 .026
.032 .033 .034 .035
.040 .042 .046 .048
.062

.026
.035
.048

.028
.036

.028
.036
.052

.029
.037
.055

.028
.036
.062

.029
.037
.065

.028
.036
.062
.080

.029
.037
.065
.082

»»

5540 - 8/32Blank .014
.030 .031
.040 .046
.067 .070

size Available sizes:
.018 .022 .024 .026
.032 .033 .034 .035
.048 .052 .055 .059
.073

5540 - 10/32- size
Blank .014 .018
.030 .031 .032
.040 .046 .048
.067 .070 .073
.084 .086 .088

Available sizes:
.022 .024 .026
.033 .034 .035
.052 .055 .059
.074 .076 .078
,090 .092 .093

ales Manager

our people
The people that make up our company are family. Our employees are
hardworking and passionate team players. utillizing dynamic individual
talents, all with the goal of providing value and quality to our customers.

BLP DRIVE IN RESTRICTORS FOR AIR AND FUEL
BLP DRIVE IN RESTRICTORS ARE MACHINED FROM BRASS AND

Mark Scheib

DESIGNED TO FIT INTO STANDARD HOLLEY® MAIN BODIES AND

Sales Manager

THEY ARE AVAILABLE IN 2 DIFFERENT O.D. SIZES .122 AND

METERING BLOCKS. THEY CAN ALSO BE USED FOR FUEL JETS.
.158.

Toll Free: 1-800-624-1358

5541 SERIES

Email: mscheib@blp.com

5541Blank
.030
.038
.061

Skip Frizzelle

size Available sizes:
.014 .018 .022 .024 .026
.031 .032 .033 .034 .035
.039 .040 .042 .046 .052
.062 .067 .070 .073

5542 SERIES
.028
.036
.055

5541 SEREIS HAS A .122 OUTSIDE DIAMETER

Track / Inside Sales
Toll Free: 1-800-624-1358
Email: sfrizzelle@blp.com

Joey Vinci
Sales
Toll Free: 1-800-624-1358
Email: jvinci@blp.com

.029
.037
.057

5542- size Available sizes:
.028 .029 .031 .039 .042 .046 .052 .055
.057 .059 .062 .067 .070 .072 .076 .078

5542 SEREIS HAS A .158 OUTSIDE DIAMETER

XR Series Main Jet Kits
includes storage case.
PART #

ITEM DESCRIPTION

5550XRK1

BLP R-Jet Assortment .062 - .100 (2) each.

5550XRK1-X

BLP R-Jet Assortment .062 - .132 (2) each std. & extended.

5550XRK2

BLP R-jet Assortment .102 - .140 (2) each.

5550XRK2-X

BLP R-jet Assortment .102 - .140 (2) each std & extended.

5550XRK3

BLP R-jet Assortment .142 - .174 (2) each.

5550XRK3-X

BLP R-jet Assortment .142 - .174 (2) each std. & extended.

*All jet kits are supplied in .002 incriments

WWW.BLP.COM

JOIN US ONLINE
You can also join our family and friends at:

https://www.facebook.com/BLPRacingProducts

https://twitter.com/blpracing

https://www.youtube.com/user/BLPRacingProducts
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Order: 1-800-624-1358
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